A CLASS ROADS

60m TEETH MARKINGS,
15 MODULES
(1 MODULE = 4m)

GATEWAY MARKINGS

200mm BETWEEN EDGE
OF CARRIAGEWAY AND
TEETH MARKINGS

SPEED LIMIT TERMINAL
SIGNS
RED SURFACING

WIDTH OF TOOTH
DETERMINED BY
CARRIAGEWAY WIDTH

2.0m

200mm BETWEEN EDGE
OF CENTRE LINE AND
TEETH MARKINGS

3.0m

NON A CLASS ROADS

48m TEETH MARKINGS,
12 MODULES
(1 MODULE = 4m)

HEIGHT OF TOOTH
DETERMINED BY
CARRIAGEWAY WIDTH

2.0m

200mm BETWEEN EDGE
OF CENTRE LINE AND
TEETH MARKINGS

SPEED LIMIT TERMINAL
SIGNS
RED SURFACING

WIDTH OF TOOTH
DETERMINED BY
CARRIAGEWAY WIDTH

1.0m

200mm BETWEEN EDGE
OF CARRIAGEWAY AND
TEETH MARKINGS